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“Any political movement against oppression”, wrote Barrington Moore, “has to develop a new diagnosis and remedy for existing forms of suffering, a diagnosis and remedy by which this suffering stands morally condemned”. Moore refers to the process of interpretation and reflection that takes places in all forms of protest and social mobilization. Social actors interpret specific situations as unjust, identify victims and perpetrators, translate local grievances into broader claims, and set out a course of action. Their perception of society and their specific claims and collective demands are shaped by interpretations through which they make sense of the world. They use these interpretations to convince potential supporters, fellow activists, and adversaries of the accuracy of their views and the legitimacy of their claims. In the process they also define collective identities, which demarcate the objectives and lines of contention. In short, participants in social protest and social movements are involved in “meaning work”, that is, “the production of mobilizing and counter-mobilizing ideas and meanings”.

The concept of “framing” is particularly useful in exploring this articulation of protest. Framing refers to “the conscious strategic efforts by groups of people to fashion shared understandings of the world and of themselves that legitimate and motivate collective action”. Such shared understandings are an essential part of any social movement. David Snow and Robert Benford speak of “collective action frames”, interpretive frames that “underscore and embellish the seriousness and injustice of a social condition or redefine as unjust and immoral what was previously seen as unfortunate but perhaps tolerable”. Created in the course of

3. Doug McAdam, John D. McCarthy, and Mayer N. Zald, “Introduction”, in idem (eds), Comparative Perspectives on Social Movements: Political Opportunities, Mobilizing Structures, and Cultural Framings (Cambridge [etc.], 1996), pp. 1–20, 6.
contention and proved successful, such frames may become “modular”, available for adoption and adaptation by activists across the globe.

However, the point that framing is the work of individuals is often lost in the literature on contentious politics. Many studies tend to invest social movements with an agency of their own, and fail to take a closer look at the women and men who are instrumental in interpreting conditions and articulating demands: their backgrounds, the contexts in which they emerged, their role and position in social movements, and their sources of inspiration. Moreover, by focusing on framing activities, rather than on the individual persons who undertake this work, these studies tend to overlook the histories of interpersonal contacts and interactions that may be crucial in shaping contentious ideas and their reception. Such interactions also include the debates and conflicts that may occur between framing specialists themselves.

In this Supplement to the *International Review of Social History*, the people who create, use, and diffuse activist frames are centre stage. We have tentatively called these individuals “popular intellectuals”. We refer here to persons who – formally educated or not – aim to understand society in order to change it, with the interests of popular classes in mind. They seek to define the problems of subaltern groups, articulate their grievances, and frame their social and political demands. To what extent they actually voice the concerns of popular classes, and represent their interests may differ from case to case. Focusing on popular intellectuals in specific societies and historical contexts, this volume explores the social dynamics of their ideological work. It deals in particular with the following questions. How did these individuals develop and disseminate their ideas in social interaction with others, in particular with (fellow) activists, other intellectuals, adversaries, and the people they claimed to represent? How were these processes shaped by the societies in which these intellectuals were embedded, as well as by their own backgrounds and the networks in which they were involved? And in what ways did their ideological work, in turn, affect the trajectory of social movements?

Here, we concentrate on popular intellectuals in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. The specific sociocultural and political developments on these continents warrant a regional focus, we believe, as does the relative lack of studies on popular intellectuals in the region compared to studies on the Western world. In his classic analysis of anticolonial intellectuals in British India, Partha Chatterjee has shown how the implantation of categories and frameworks of thought, produced in other cultural contexts, changed original domains of thought and created new political and ideological processes.5 (Post)colonial conditions, social inequality, and economic

underdevelopment profoundly marked the societies in these regions which affected, in turn, the social movements and popular intellectuals that emerged. We do not wish to overstate, however, the differences with the Western world, nor the similarities between the societies on these three continents. Instead, we believe that the contributions to this volume will provide valuable insights on framing and contention worldwide.

INTELLECTUALS AND CONTENTIOUS ACTION: SOME LINES OF ENQUIRY

An obvious point of reference for reflections on the social and political role of popular intellectuals is the work of the Italian Marxist, Antonio Gramsci. “All men are intellectuals”, he observed, “but not all men have in society the function of intellectuals”.  

Each man [...] outside his professional activity, carries on some form of intellectual activity, that is, he is a ‘philosopher’, [...] he participates in a particular conception of the world, has a conscious line of moral conduct, and therefore contributes to sustain a conception of the world or to modify it, that is, to bring into being new modes of thought.

The function of intellectuals, however, is reserved for those who are specialized in intellectual work. These are, in particular, people who develop and express certain “conceptions of the world”. In his analysis of Italian society, Gramsci distinguished in this sense between “traditional” and “organic” intellectuals. Traditional intellectuals, in their proverbial ivory towers, perceive themselves as politically independent and autonomous, but in historical reality they defend the interests of hegemonic social groups. In contrast, organic intellectuals possess fundamental, structural ties to particular classes and demonstrate a genuine political and social engagement. As a class becomes a self-conscious entity it produces its own “organic” intellectuals, who articulate the perceptions and interests of that particular class. Gramsci’s concern was with the intellectuals who could articulate the interests of the Italian working class. Many people, therefore, came to understand organic intellectuals as meaning working-class intellectuals. However, this was not Gramsci’s original conceptual objective. The dominant classes and hegemonic power-holders also possess their own organic intellectuals.

For the purpose of this collection, Gramsci’s analysis (and the discussion it has recently provoked) is particularly relevant for mapping out some clear lines of enquiry. First, it favours a historical, dynamic analysis of the

7. Ibid.
8. Ibid., pp. 6–7.
position of intellectuals. Specific categories of intellectuals are “historically formed” in connection with other social groups, and the specific type of these connections shape the position and function of these intellectuals. In this process new groups, as well as new intellectual roles, emerge. Ron Eyerman has further developed this historical analysis. In his book *Between Culture and Politics: Intellectuals in Modern Society*, he speaks of intellectuals “as an historically emergent category, continually being reinvented”, and shows how social movements themselves became new “arenas [...] where ‘intellectuals’ can be made”.

Secondly, it invites us to analyse the diverse social and political positions of intellectuals in different societal settings. This allows us to apply Gramsci’s ideas to societies that have developed differently from the western European model. In Africa and Asia, but also in Latin America with its long Western-influenced academic tradition, social movements often found their inspiration outside hegemonic (colonial) ideologies. Non-Christian religious influences, local patterns of political and social organization, and colonial structures all gave a specific edge to the emergence of contentious interpretations. Although Gramsci did not elaborate upon these societal differences, his interpretation of Italian society certainly stimulates their analysis.

Thirdly, it asks pertinent questions about the relations between (popular) intellectuals and the social groups to which they belong, or for which they speak. Following Gramsci’s analysis, popular intellectuals would primarily emerge from the popular classes: “Every social group [...] creates together with itself, organically, one or more strata of intellectuals which give it homogeneity and an awareness of its own function not only in the economic but also in the social and political fields”. In his view, intellectuals are not autonomous, but originate in the class-relations in a given society. History shows, however, that many popular intellectuals, who speak in the name of popular classes, do not originate from these classes themselves. Gramsci did allow for the possibility that “traditional” intellectuals (who perceive themselves as autonomous) might be assimilated and “ideologically conquered” by social groups that develop towards dominance, including popular classes such as the working class. However, tensions always exist between intellectual leaders and the rank-and-file concerning the former’s legitimacy and representativity.

11. See also Kate Crehan, *Gramsci, Culture and Anthropology* (London [etc.], 2002).
Recent research on social movements has drawn attention to additional lines of enquiry that are relevant here. One is the focus on the interactive dynamics of framing. Since activists develop interpretations of their world in constant dialogue with others, such interactions should be a point of attention. Doug McAdam, Sidney Tarrow, and Charles Tilly have stressed “the interactive construction of disputes among challengers, their opponents, elements of the state, third parties, and the media”, and they consider this an essential part of framing. One might say that framing concerns “ideas forged in dialogue”.

Contentious interactions are, after all, at the core of social movements: social movements concern sustained challenges against authorities and other powerful opponents, in which claims are made in the name of aggrieved populations. This involves both a mobilization of support and alliances, and a confrontation with opponents. Ideological work figures prominently in these interactions. At the local level as well, such interpretive work is an ongoing process. It includes “the interactive processes of talk, persuasion, arguing, contestation, interpersonal influence, subtle rhetoric posturing, outright marketing that modify – indeed, continually modify – the contents of interpretative frames”. In this volume, we have recast this focus on the social dynamics of framing into a perspective that considers popular intellectuals as they operate within relevant networks of interaction. It includes the history of these interactions, and considers how these have shaped the ideas and actions of popular intellectuals, and their effects.

This leads to another point of interest: the relevance of the personal histories of intellectuals. Traditionally, there has been a clear conceptual separation between the history of ideas which focused on the individual lives of intellectuals, and the literature on social movements and contentious politics which tended to obscure personal histories in favour of the activities and development of collective actors. Where social movements are treated as collective actors, attention to individuals may be limited to specific leaders, often perceived as the embodiment of a collective history and the product of specific social and political (class) relations. However, by paying attention to the personal histories of popular intellectuals, the importance of individual agency in the ideological work within and outside of social movements is acknowledged. The individual accumulation of experiences, contacts, and ideas partly shapes

15. Doug McAdam, Sidney Tarrow, and Charles Tilly, Dynamics of Contention (Cambridge [etc.], 2001), p. 44.
the perceptions of those who become popular intellectuals, as well as their role in social movements. Recent studies on democratic transitions, for instance, try to escape an excessive structuralism as well. They tend “to emphasize the role of leadership and crafting, thus signalling the importance of individuals, rather than collective actors”. This becomes clearest in moments of “high indeterminacy” when individual choices and perspectives become all the more relevant and, we may add, framing activity by popular intellectuals is most salient.

This perspective should not be understood as advocating individualized interpretations, but rather as a recognition of the importance of individuals – of popular and dominant classes alike – in political change. One argument that may support this view is the importance attached, within movements themselves, to the personal characteristics and history of their political and intellectual leaders. They are widely and explicitly discussed, and taken into account in the political and strategic debates within social movements. The issue of representation and authority is closely linked to the personal history of leaders. The history of the Zapatistas or al-Qaeda would have been different without Sub-comandante Marcos or Osama bin Laden. Also, less well-known popular intellectuals are venerated and remembered in local contexts, long after they have lost their political or social importance. A second argument is that the personal history of popular leader-intellectuals has become an arena of struggle in itself. A dramatic case which reached the headlines of international newspapers concerned Rigoberta Menchú, the famous indigenous leader in Guatemala, and winner of the Nobel peace prize, who was openly criticized when some of the facts presented in her life story did not match historical reality. Her position as indigenous leader, and consequently the position of the indigenous movement at large, also became compromised.

POPULAR INTELLECTUALS

Our focus on popular intellectuals builds, obviously, on earlier studies. Since Gramsci and, more notably, since the cultural turn in labour history and social-movement studies, the old conceptual dichotomy between “intellectuals” and “masses” (where “intellectuals” stood for educated, urban, and vanguard), is replaced by a much wider conception of intellectuals as articulate knowledge specialists who are found in all sectors of society. Of particular interest are those persons who function as

---

19. See, for example, Javier Auyero, Contentious Lives: Two Argentine Women, Two Protests, and the Quest for Recognition (Durham [etc.], 2003).
framing specialists: women and men who develop, borrow, adapt, and rework interpretive frames that promote collective action and that define collective interests and identities, rights and claims.

Social historians and anthropologists have retrieved from obscurity a wide variety of such intellectuals. They include “artisan intellectuals”, whose workshops functioned as informal debating clubs;23 worker-poets in nineteenth-century France, who developed new images of workers as a proud, assertive class;24 “labour intellectuals”, who shaped the struggle of industrial workers in England and Australia;25 “peasant intellectuals”, who organized social movements in Tanzania and developed new critical discourses in the process;26 provincial journalists in late-colonial Java, who translated Western liberal and socialist ideas into local models;27 indigenous intellectuals in Latin America, who try to formulate alternatives to a homogeneous and hegemonic nation-state;28 and Muslim teachers and missionaries in southeast Asian villages, who communicate new Islamic political identities.29

These are clearly very different types of people, who articulate their ideas in diverse historical, political, and cultural contexts. But they do share some significant traits. They are people who articulate reflexive knowledge on the society they live in and are able to convert this analysis in ideological work and ultimately in political activism. They are also people who hold an authoritative position within social movements, and whose reflexive knowledge is instrumental for militancy and political leadership. The differences between labour intellectuals in nineteenth-century England and present-day indigenous intellectuals in Latin

29. Robert W. Hefner and Patricia Horvatch (eds), Islam in an Era of Nation-States: Politics and Religious Renewal in Muslim Southeast Asia (Honolulu, HA, 1997).
America, for example, concern the historical circumstances and the socio-economic and cultural context in which they emerged. Nevertheless, they are similar in that they are embedded in local constituencies while simultaneously addressing a larger, national political constituency.

To define the persons we call “popular intellectuals”, we may come up with the following characteristics:

(1) They are acknowledged as producers of meaning and as representatives of collective interests by a popular group or local society. However, their legitimacy and authority is never uncontested and all the time new “intellectuals” and intellectual leaders emerge who may challenge their legitimacy, or who may express new or previously silenced interests of specific populations (for example women, peasants, younger generations, indigenous groups).

(2) They possess the explicit ambition to transform society and to put into practice their recipes for change. They are, in this sense, “engaged intellectuals” who combine reflexive activity with cultural and political activism.

(3) They include members of the popular classes and persons who gained their knowledge outside of the realm of formal education, as well as formally-educated members of the upper and middle classes who may have started out as “traditional intellectuals”, but redefined their position and political mission.

This exploratory definition draws attention to two important issues. First, it is clear that there is no sharp distinction between popular intellectuals on the one hand and popular leaders and movement activists on the other. Although some framing specialists succeed in maintaining their distance from the actual social or political struggle of social movements, most are actively involved in that struggle from the outset or become involved in it the moment their ideas start to appeal to followers and wider audiences. They become leaders or activists in the process. Moreover, many popular leaders acquire (part of) their authority on the basis of their framing capabilities. In this volume, most authors do not

---

30. In our definition of popular intellectuals there is a slight overlap with “public intellectuals”, i.e. engaged intellectuals with the credentials of a formal education, who speak out on matters of public concern and try to reach a popular audience, though these intellectuals may not connect to social movements. On the other side of the spectrum, there is an overlap with the category of “movement intellectuals”, “those intellectuals who gain the status and the self-perception of being ‘intellectuals’ in the context of their participation in political movements rather than through the institutions of the established culture”; Eyerman, Between Culture and Politics, p. 15.

31. This category resembles the type of “people-oriented” leaders of social movements described by by Ron Aminzade et al. In contrast to “task-oriented” or “pragmatic” leaders specialized in organization, people-oriented leaders are concerned with evoking “a state of
rigidly distinguish between the two positions. Instead, they allow for the flexible interaction between political and intellectual work and focus on its (historical) consequences.

Secondly, local intellectuals are not necessarily popular intellectuals. Distinguished by their local knowledge within their communities, local intellectuals do not always intend to use this knowledge to change societal conditions to the advantage of popular classes. Their historical role may just as well be the maintenance and reproduction of the existing social order. In her comparative analysis of popular nationalism in nineteenth-century Mexico and Peru, Florencia Mallon writes: “local intellectuals were those who labored to reproduce and rearticulate local history and memory, to connect community discourses about local identity to constantly shifting patterns of power, solidarity, and consensus”. She shows how local intellectuals in Mexico sometimes reproduced hegemonic Eurocentric and racist ideas, and tended to disregard the indigenous population: “the use of authoritarian and racist discourses also tied local intellectuals to wider webs of complicity and social control emerging in Mexico after 1867”. This ambiguity is also noted by Claudio Lomnitz-Adler, who shows how local intellectuals in Mexico could be instrumental both in articulating protest and in consolidating the status quo.

These examples draw attention to the ambiguous position of popular intellectuals which so haunted Gramsci. Their political position is never uncontested. To be able to act and function in a meaningful way, intellectuals need to be recognized and accepted as (ideological) leaders by the rank-and-file. They need to possess authority, and their knowledge and suggestions must elicit recognition and respect. At the same time, their specific position as intellectuals sets them apart from the rest of a political movement. James Scott has demonstrated how difficult this balancing act can be in situations where intellectual leaders share very little of the daily realities and world views which prevail among the rank-and-file of a movement. Moreover, to gain respect and authority among followers and wider audiences is not an easy task, because the nature of their work

motivation and commitment, often identification, with the leader or with a movement or goal”, and may be described as visionary or charismatic; Ron Aminzade et al., “Leadership Dynamics and Dynamics of Contention”, in *idem, Silence and Voice in the Study of Contentious Politics* (Cambridge [etc.], 2001), pp. 126–154, 130.


33. Ibid., p. 294.


makes popular intellectuals vulnerable to accusations that they are unpractical dreamers, pedantic snobs, or simply unreliable activists.\textsuperscript{36}

Trust between (intellectual) leaders and followers is, then, not self-evident, and it may not last long. Too many politicians and intellectuals pretend to defend the interests of “the people” without really caring for or even understanding these interests. Among intellectuals, and between intellectuals and their followers, there exists a constant struggle over the content and direction of contentious politics. Following Talal Asad, Steven Feierman asks the essential question: “Who succeeds in defining a set of issues or a course of action as the appropriate one, pre-empting the space of opposed utterances or alternative practice?”\textsuperscript{37} Popular intellectuals are embedded in relations of power, not only between social movements and powerholders, but also within social movements.

These tensions have acquired new meaning with changes in the dissemination of ideas. From the late nineteenth century onwards, the means of communication have changed dramatically, adding new ways in which popular intellectuals can make themselves heard. Traditional means of articulating protest towards local publics or individual authorities never disappeared (such as the writing of petitions or the staging of demonstrations), but in the course of the twentieth century, mass media allowed social movements and activist intellectuals to address large national and international publics as well. As local activists were drawn into wider activist networks, the context of their struggle and the ideological work it implied also changed. Increasingly, they started to address different audiences at the same time, employing multiple frames in the process. Moreover, the intensified process of global intellectual exchange, which was initially limited to the world of traditional intellectuals, began to affect all domains of political and intellectual activity, including popular intellectuals in the remotest corners of the world. Political activism became embroidered in an international tapestry of ideas that historians have scarcely started to unravel.

**POPULAR INTELLECTUALS IN NONWESTERN SOCIETIES**

More than forty years ago, Edward Shils wrote a seminal article on the political significance of intellectuals in what he called the “new states”, the newly independent countries of Asia and Africa.\textsuperscript{38} Though his article shows clear signs of the dominant modernization paradigm of the period, and obviously lacks an analysis of more recent trends, it contains valuable


\textsuperscript{37} Feierman, *Peasant Intellectuals*, p. 31.

insights into the specific position of intellectuals in (post)colonial societies and the historical dynamics of their activist role.

(Post)colonial societies and developing economies provide specific contexts that shape the political roles and types of intellectuals. In societies with limited formal education, small elites, and unstable political systems, Shils argues, Western-educated intellectuals acquired a relatively important political position. Given the relatively small size of the social and intellectual elite, they ascended quite easily into politically powerful positions, whereas alternative employment opportunities were scarce within weak national economies. “Persons who acquired intellectual qualifications had only a few markets for their skills.” Moreover, the agrarian, nonindustrialized settings of many of these countries influenced the form and intellectual leadership of social movements. It was not so much the labour intellectuals of industrial societies who took pride of place here, but leaders who emerged from within local, often agrarian, social and cultural networks. One of the interesting issues for historians is to analyse how these networks acquired new political meaning under rapidly changing political and economic circumstances from the late nineteenth century onwards.

Secondly, Shils discusses the emergence of activist intellectuals by referring to the specific history of colonial domination, cultural contact, and political confrontation. In this context, the “nation” and nationalism became a crucial factor in the intense politicization of (post)colonial intellectuals. The colonial experience also played an important role in the emergence of socialist and populist politics, influenced by intellectual models adopted from abroad. Shils writes: “The socialism of the intellectuals of underdeveloped countries [...] is a product of their pained awareness of the poverty of their own countries. The heightening of national sensibility led perforce to the discovery of the ‘people’.” The first generations of Western-educated intellectuals, who were alienated from traditional indigenous authorities (chiefs, princes, landlords, priests) and from the foreign or Westernized rulers of their society, “had only the ‘people’, the ‘African personality’, the ‘Indian peasant’ etc., as supports in the search for the salvation of their own souls and their own society”. There is no doubt that attempts to analyse popular intellectuals in these societies constantly stumble upon vestiges of this postcolonial nationalism, which tends to speak “for” the people, instead of (re)presenting the popular voice.

39. Ibid., p. 334.
40. Ibid., p. 347.
41. Ibid., p. 349.
42. Chatterjee, Nationalist Thought and the Colonial World; Nicola Miller, In the Shadow of the State: Intellectuals and the Quest for National Identity in Twentieth-Century Spanish America (London, 1999); Michiel Baud, Intelectuales y sus utopías. Indigenismo y la imaginación de América Latina (Amsterdam, 2003).
Partha Chatterjee has argued that in the colonized world the ideological development of social movements was marked by the confrontation of radically different modes of social organization and cultural production. This confrontation was influenced by conditions of forced economic modernization and the imposition of new political relations in a new colonial – and thus global – setting.

The introduction of Western education in colonial settings is one crucial process that linked global and local cultural networks. According to Shils, it produced specific “generations” of activist intellectuals. Western education, at home or in universities in Europe, connected local men (and later women) to the worldwide flow of Western liberal and socialist ideas, which shaped their views of their society and themselves. Confronting these ideas with local colonial realities, they developed a sense of political mission as they defined their own societies as “backward” and in need of catching up with the Western world, and as they perceived colonialism as the main obstacle. Adding to their public role was the local status attached to an “educated” person.

The first generation of these “modern intellectuals” consisted mainly of lawyers and journalists who, from the nineteenth century onward, began to strive for reform within the colonial structure. Born of wealthy and influential families, and inspired by liberal ideas, they acted – at least initially – more as interest groups for indigenous elites and educated middle classes, than as spokesmen for the popular classes. Moreover, the journalists, who were instrumental in the emergence of an indigenous press, only reached a very limited literate audience at first.43

Students formed the backbone of the second generation of modern intellectuals, who had more traits of “popular intellectuals” in our sense of the term. Emerging in the early twentieth century, this second generation produced committed pro-independence activists. Influenced by Western socialism, by the Russian Revolution, and by the new type of popular politics developed by Mahatma Gandhi, they became populist activists. It was this category, in particular, that began to speak in the name of “the people”.44 Politics became a vocation for them. Though the leadership of nationalist movements was often still in the hands of lawyers and other professionals, it was among the students of universities, colleges, and high schools that many of the activists were found.45

After independence, many intellectuals joined the ruling political elite, and transformed into politicians and bureaucrats. Others turned to the opposition, in legal or extremist forms, depending on the form of

44. Ibid., p. 360.
government. The role of critic and oppositionist was, for many modern intellectuals, part of their self-definition. Revolutionary intellectuals deserve special mention in this regard. Western-educated intellectuals have played a leading role in revolutionary movements across continents. As authorities in “scientific” Marxist knowledge, they could style themselves as the vanguard of more “ignorant” peasant populations, raising questions, however, about the popular content of their programmes.46 In the last decades, the tremendous increase in public education in non-Western countries, and the rise of nongovernmental organizations staffed by educated persons who are well-versed in modern advocacy work, is witness to a new category of activist intellectuals.

Religious intellectuals, on their part, have a specific history of activism in (post)colonial societies as well. In challenging colonialism, and in shaping the post-colonial state, many religious leaders have been instrumental in defining “the nation” in religious terms, and in providing forceful collective-action frames to articulate and legitimize nationalist struggles. In colonial societies of Asia and Africa, for instance, movements for religious and moral self-renewal emerged, which were led, in many cases, by an “indigenous traditional intelligentsia made up of the custodians of sacred writings”.47 These “protagonists of the traditional cultures” sought to establish the worth of their culture and society, “in the face of the encroachment of Western culture and religion”.48 They helped to shape a national self-consciousness that resonated among large parts of the population, and many of these traditional (religious) intellectuals would link up with a new generation of nationalist Western-educated intellectuals. The modern religious-nationalist movements that developed in the process would be headed and staffed by religious intellectuals. The present-day Islamist and Hindu-nationalist movements are among the most well-known examples.49

The extensive Arabic-Islamic intellectual tradition has produced its own popular intellectuals in Asia and Africa. Ousmane Kane has argued that, at least for sub-Saharan Africa, the importance of a large Arabic-Islamic intellectual community, with its own media and centres of learning and debate, has been quite disregarded by Western historians, who rather focused on Westernized intellectuals in the former colonies (not least because of the accessibility of the European languages in which this latter

47. Shils, “The Intellectuals in the Political Development of the New States”, p. 357.
48. Ibid.
49. Peter van der Veer, Religious Nationalism: Hindus and Muslims in India (Berkeley, CA [etc.], 1994); Quintan Wiktorowicz (ed.), Islamic Activism: A Social Movement Theory Approach (Bloomington, IN, 2003).
category of intellectuals communicated). Besides the Western (colonial) ideologies introduced by colonial powers and educational institutions, Arabic-Islamic institutions produced their own “field of meaning”, which gained political relevance. Islamic intellectuals, for instance, headed political movements for the “purification of Islam” in nineteenth-century African societies. In the postcolonial period, thousands of students from African countries studied at Islamic universities in the Maghreb and the Middle East (paid for by their host countries), and many returned with an Islamist vision on the politics of their own societies. Political Islam offered a new interpretation for the lack of development in African countries in the decades after independence. A similar process has taken place among Islamic students in Asia.

In the margins of these arenas of “high culture” (i.e. established religious communities and Western educational enclaves) a third category of activist intellectuals operated in many non-Western societies: the practitioners of local and syncretic religions, who would become leaders of prophetic or millenarian movements. These movements were, to a varying extent, directed against the colonial order. Their leaders were often lower-class, provincial, self-styled religious intellectuals, who combined indigenous worldviews with imported religious ideologies (Christian, in many cases). Initial studies stressed the point that these leaders – lacking a Western education – had no access to secular ideologies and models of political activism that were effective under the new conditions of a colonial state. More recent studies show, instead, a dynamic process of ideological syncretism that made sense in local society.

The contributions presented in this volume form a rich set of case studies that further explore the relationship between popular intellectuals and social movements. Given the scope of the issues at hand, the volume’s geographic reach and the size of the available literature, the volume’s aim can only be modest. The strength of the collection lies, we think, in bringing together different perspectives and historical cases that illuminate a number of vital issues, and that provide possible directions for analysis and future research.

Sean Chabot sets out to reverse the stereotypical image of a one-way flow of ideas from the West to the “rest”, by showing how African-American civil rights activists adopted and adapted the Gandhian

51. Ibid.
repertoire of non-violent collective action. Tracing the history of interactions between activist intellectuals in India (including Mahatma Gandhi) and African-American theologians, college professors, and civil rights activists in the 1930s to 1950s, the author argues that the eventual application of the Gandhian action repertoire in the United States (epitomized by Martin Luther King, Jr) was neither automatic nor self-evident. It was the result of intensive efforts by successive “generations” of African-American activists to articulate the Gandhian repertoire in ways that made it acceptable to activists at home. The author shows how these “itinerant intellectuals”, who made regular visits to India to meet with Gandhian activists, succeeded in the transnational diffusion of Gandhian ideas precisely because of their creative work of reinterpretation.

Marc Becker discusses cultural brokerage across ethnic and class divides in his essay on activist alliances between indigenous peasants and urban socialists in early twentieth-century Ecuador. The author challenges the view that urban socialists and Indian peasants hardly understood each other nor shared the same goals, and that such alliances were inherently unequal. By tracing the close cooperation, in the 1920s, between indigenous peasant leader Jesús Gualavisí and the urban, white, educated leader of the newly formed Ecuadorian Socialist Party, Ricardo Paredes, he argues that there was a “cross-pollination” of ideas and experiences. Both parties profited from the alliance. The cultural brokerage by the Indian leader Gualavisí was central to this relationship: he linked local experiences and analyses with an imported socialist frame and merged these in such a way that both class and ethnic interests were acknowledged. This went hand in hand with his role as a social broker. As he linked networks of indigenous peasant communities to the institutional networks of a socialist party, he was able to address both Indian peasants and urban socialists in ways that both audiences understood.

The two main ideologues of the Sindhi separatist movement in Pakistan, discussed in Oskar Verkaaik’s essay, used a religious frame to bridge class divides and sharpen a sense of regional nationalism. The author shows how these two men emerged as popular intellectuals within the context of new intellectual milieus, created by the expansion of secular education and popular politics. One was the son of a peasant, who became a teacher, Marxist, and leading figure of a new intellectual vanguard, developed from within the new category of educated village youths. The other was the son of a landlord, who followed a career as an upper-class politician-intellectual, mystic, and enfant terrible of national politics. Connected, in the course of their careers, to religious networks, student milieus, and party-political spheres, they were inspired by discourses as diverse as Islamic revivalism, Marxism, nationalism, Gandhianism, and Sufi mysticism. When they began to cooperate in political activism in the 1960s, the Marxist and the mystic developed together a new, powerful, nationalist
ideology, framed as a type of reformed Sufism, which inspired many Sindhi youths. Central to its initial success was the institutional setting of secular education: both popular intellectuals were inspired by new ideas and ideologies transmitted through secular education, and they, in turn, used schools to disseminate their own message of religious nationalism, create a new intelligentsia, and develop activist networks of students who would form the basis of their separatist movement.

The role of (formal) education runs like a thread through all contributions, but most explicitly so in the contribution by Verkaaik (discussed above) and by Baz Lecocq. Analysing the recent separatist Tuareg rebellions in Mali and Niger from the viewpoint of different types of Tuareg intellectuals, Lecocq shows how the experience of a formal education created a socio-political dividing line among local intellectuals. Young Tuareg educated in state schools along Western lines accentuated the need for social and economic change within Tuareg society, with less concern for political matters regarding state and nationality. Their autodidact age-mates, whose interpretation of their society’s wrongs was shaped by their experiences as marginalized migrant labourers in neighbouring countries such as Libya and Algeria, and by the revolutionary discourses disseminated by the state within these countries, stressed the need for political autonomy. Both categories of young Tuareg intellectuals, in turn, disagreed with the older generation of local intellectuals: the Muslim religious specialists and tribal leaders who tended to legitimize the social and political status quo in which they thrived. The debates and disagreements between these groups partly shaped the form and outcome of the Tuareg rebellions of the 1990s.

Such debates and disagreements illuminate the heterogeneous composition of the category of “popular intellectuals” who are somehow connected to a social movement. They also provide a welcome glimpse behind the scenes of the social dynamics of framing. Joanne Rappaport takes up this issue in her analysis of conflicts and negotiations among intellectuals in an indigenous organization in Colombia. She shows how the indigenous movement includes different types of popular intellectuals, whose worldviews and discourses differ significantly. Indigenous cultural activists, indigenous politicians, local shamans, urban leftwing intellectuals supportive of the cause of indigenous politics, and even foreign anthropologists play a part – each in their own way – in the social and political struggle for meaning. Graphically illustrated by a confrontation between cultural activists and an indigenous politician, the essay argues for a closer look at internal differences within the broad category of “organic intellectuals” that emerged from within the indigenous population. Such differences are related, among others, to the social position and interests of each type of intellectual within the movement and beyond, and the specific audiences they address.
The issue of multiple audiences is one of the topics discussed by Pablo Bose as well. In his essay on two major public figures of the anti-dam movement in the Narmada Valley, India, he shows how these two women became so prominent in the movement because (among other reasons) they were able to frame the issue convincingly for very different audiences, all of which were of strategic importance. College-educated and with a middle-class background, Medha Patkar and the writer Arundhati Roy were able to address, at levels that ranged from the local to the international, politicians, citizens, authorities, and development organizations, in a language and imagery that resonated with their audiences. By framing local problems as broad issues of ecology, development policy, and human rights, they connected to sympathizers and opponents beyond the level of the Narmada region, and thereby strengthened the case of the anti-dam movement considerably. At the same time, their success in national and international circles raised doubt about the nature of their links with the local aggrieved populations whose interests they claimed to represent – in particular, the villagers in the Narmada Valley whose communities would be submerged. Did they actually represent their views and aspirations? Bose analyses public discussions about the perceived legitimacy and credibility of these popular intellectuals as spokespersons in the anti-dam movement, and thereby sheds light on the broader questions of representation and strategy.

Quintan Wiktorowicz discusses the credibility of popular intellectuals from a particular angle: intramovement rivalry. The reputation of popular intellectuals is itself a contentious issue, in particular when rival groups within a movement seek to assert their claims to authority by presenting their own intellectuals as far superior to those of their rivals. At stake is the authority of a certain group within a movement to speak on behalf of a constituency or issue, and the persuasive force of its interpretive frame. Wiktorowicz explores the framing contest between al-Qaeda and non-violent Islamic fundamentalists over the use of violence, and identifies several framing strategies used by rival groups to discredit the intellectuals of the opponent and credit one’s own. These contests and their outcome, the author argues, highlight a causal connection between the reputation of popular intellectuals and the extent to which their message resonates with a wider audience. After all, the authority of a message derives to a large extent from the perceived credibility of those who articulate it, but this credibility needs to be constantly asserted and guarded against attacks from rivals. Therefore, intellectuals themselves have become the object of framing. The intramovement group or faction that successfully deals with this has a good chance of reaching a position of power and authority within the movement. We may add that such credibility contests are equally salient when they take place between a movement and its opponents, for instance, concerning movement intellectuals and government experts.
In his essay on “popular publics”, David Smilde proposes a shift in focus from the category of individual intellectuals to the relational context of intellectual activity. Among popular sectors in the developing world, Smilde argues, few people have the explicit function or occupation of an intellectual. A focus on these individuals would obscure much of the discussion and interaction regarding collective social life that takes place among ordinary people. To capture such intellectual activity and exchange, he uses the concept of “popular publics”. This refers to relational contexts in which diverse networks and discourses come into contact. In other words, these are public spaces where people with diverse backgrounds and views come into contact in open-ended ways, debate understandings of their world, bridge social networks and fields of discourse, and create and disseminate new understandings in the process. Smilde illustrates his point with two cases of popular public participation in Caracas, Venezuela: protesting members of the informal economy, who frame their claims towards sympathetic bystanders as issues of public interest, and Pente-costal plaza preachers and their audience, who offer interpretations of Venezuela’s problems in biblical terms. The concept of popular publics portrays public intellectual activity in terms of relational contexts rather than actors. Moreover, it draws attention to the “extended networks and expanded discourses” that may endure “beyond the shifting composition of the actors involved”.

In closing, the editors discuss some salient insights emerging from the different contributions.